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A new Post Trade module is now available!
By always thinking about how we can help our clients in their FX processes, we present a new modality within FX 

Pulse: The Post Trade module. 

Citi FX Pulse

CitiFX Pulse is a complete and digital platform for FX processes management. It is a Citi global tool available in about 

80 countries.

Personalized Tool

User experience through the platform may be customized to fit different priorities and needs. Users are able to: 

register beneficiaries with whom they will trade; define different entitlements between profiles; limit volume or 

currency pairs to operate; and more.

Efficiency and Safety

It is possible to generate several real time reports, including trade records. Furthermore, the platform is an 

encrypted channel that requires login and password, making communication and information exchange between 

bank and clients safer.

To be part of this story and to enjoy efficiency and speed in your FX processes, please reach out to your Relationship 

Representative or send an e-mail to canais.tesouraria@citi.com. They will provide further information.

Simple Implementation

CitiFX Pulse is web based. In other words, the platform requires only access to an internet browser. There is no need 

to download any software. 

A NEW POST TRADE MODULE IS NOW AVAILABLE!

Step by step to Instruct Trades in Post-Trade:

Operation type and 
supporting regulatory 

documents upload

Select Account 
and Beneficiary

Confirm and 
Instruct Trades

CitiFX Pulse:
Post-Trade

This feature was designed to improve convenience of international payments, ensuring efficiency and speed – and 

more importantly, in a simple and safe form. 

Through the Post Trade module, we offer our clients a 100% digital FX process, in which it will be possible to settle 

FX deals, send supporting regulatory documentation and instruct payment orders - All these features in one unique 

platform! 

See how simple it is:
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